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rom the President…

Brian Aull
Atlantic Contracting &
Specialties

M

ACC just hosted their annual cocktail party at
Union Prime Steak & Sushi. As always it was
a great networking event amongst our peers in the
industry. The unseasonable 90 degree weather kept
the party inside but that did not take away from the
event. It was nice to see some familiar faces.
The next planned event for MACC is “Take me out to
the Mets” Friday June 2nd at Citifield which is always
a fan favorite. Hopefully the Mets can dig their way
out of their early season slump.
Hope to see you soon.
					— Brian

METRO POLITA N AI R CO NDITIO NING
CO NTRA CTO RS O F NEW YO RK
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A

s a leading insurance provider
for HVAC contractors in the
Northeast Region, USI’s local
Uniondale office brings over 35
years of industry experience
to your team. Our dedicated
Construction Risk Management
specialists provide top quality risk
management with bottom line
benefits to deliver individualized
risk management solutions.

Contact Frank Abbatiello

Tel: 516-419-4029
Fax: 610-537-2217
E-Mail: Frank.Abbatiello@usi.biz
www.usi.biz

Trust. Expertise. Commitment
Risk Management Solutions for HVAC Contractors.

SPECIALIZING IN

INSURANCE PROGRAMS
FOR THE HEATING VENTILATION
AND AIR CONDITIONING INDUSTRY
FOR OVER 35 YEARS!
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Certified Public Accountant

ACCOUNTING
TAX & BOOKKEEPING SERVICES
BUSINESS VALUATIONS

Specializing In The
HVAC Industry
Certified
Quickbooks Proadvisor
123 South Street, SUITE 112
Oyster Bay, NY 11771

Tel: (516) 922-2102 • Fax: (516) 922-1414
www.johndelillocpa.com
Email: john@johndelillocpa.com
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Editor’s Notes

by Anthony N. Carbone

T

he Networking Event at Union Steak & Sushi was a great success, with many contractors, manufacturers, and supply affiliates mingling and exchanging ideas and strengthening relationships.
Many who did know one another had a chance to speak and find common ground.

The hors d’oeuvres were abundant and gourmet. We were surprised at how many attended, even
though the thermometer hit 94° degrees. An early start to summer, as this was the second small hot streak
that woke up many to turn on their air conditioning units.
Some of the attendees were Justin Renna, from Blackman, Al Ayulo, new regional account manager of Unitary Products group of Johnstone Controls handling the York product, Mario Fuschetti of the
Wallwork Group, Steve Bergman of Twinco as well as many private contractors.
This was one of our best networking meetings planned for our membership. The exchange of ideas
and the topical information is the best in the industry. Never discount the power of MACC and the
knowledge gained by being a part of our industry organization.
							— Anthony N. Carbone

Tremendous Inventory  Superior Customer Service  Competitive Pricing  Fast Daily Delivery
National Buying Power  Shop 24 Hours Online Knowledgeable Counter Staff
Ten Convenient Locations  Great Value
WE HAVE ALL THE PARTS & PIECES TO HELP YOU GET THE JOB DONE!

Need help with plans and specs?
Let our expert Engineering Department assist you with all your commercial applications.
We’ll hold your hand and walk you through the process!
Call Ian at the Farmingdale branch for all of your engineering needs.

BROOKLYN
BALDWIN
BOHEMIA

(718) 252-2700
(516) 223-5511
(631) 567-4800

FARMINGDALE
RED HOOK
NEW HYDE PARK

www.johnstoneli.com

(631) 293-2566
(718) 522-4700
(516) 216-1810

www.johnstonect.com

STAMFORD
MILFORD
HARTFORD

(203) 359-2626
(203) 882-5550
(860) 727-9699

www.johnstonenyc.com
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Johnson Controls:
A Local One-Stop Source; A Community Team
Johnson Controls, Inc.’s number one goal is to
provide contractors with a one-stop source for a comprehensive line of HVAC systems, universal parts,
tools and supplies; while providing unparalleled customer service. To increase the ease of business, we
now provide you with: a new, centralized toll-free
number, an e-commerce platform for anytime and
anywhere ordering, an extensive selection of residential and light commercial Johnson Controls Unitary
Products, and a variety of universal HVAC parts,
supplies and accessories for any job. Our sales team
is comprised of nine Account Managers with 150 years of
residential and commercial industry experience. Additionally, the Source 1™ HVAC Supply sales team provides
contractors with technical expertise and local training programs, led by our Service Manager with just under 30 years
of technical experience.
New York and New Jersey Johnson Controls Factory
Direct teams are led by Regional General Manager, Alberto
Ayulo. Ayulo has worked among many of our Johnson Con-

The Johnson Controls Team
trols, Inc. locations as a Regional Continuous Improvement
Manager, Branch Service Manager and now as his current
role leading three store locations throughout the New York
and New Jersey territories.
We encourage our team to develop and foster relationships within our community and proudly partner with Boy
Scouts of America, the Melville Business Resource Committee, AHRC walk-a-thon, Homes for Heroes and Industry Training. It is our mission to help improve the cities in
which we live, work and travel. •
BOHEMIA
21 Crossway East, Suite C
Bohemia, NY 11716
631-588-2181
631-218-8104 FAX
Tom Rucci
BROOKLYN
445 Coney Island Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11218
718-287-5927
718-287-6134 fax
Paul Reynolds
WEST HAMPTON
220 Rogers Way Suite F
West Hampton, NY 11978
631-288-1326
631-288-2510
Tim Schaffer
ELMSFORD
1 Westchester Plaza
Elmsford, NY 10523
914-593-7160
914-345-0903 fax
Jeff Marra
MASPETH
48-23 55th Avenue
Maspeth, NY 11378
718-472-0200
718-472-6330 fax
Mike Byrnes

Everything you need, all in one place…with six locations near you!
Ask your Territory manager about our new lead generation system!

MINEOLA
23 Roselle St.
Mineola, NY 11501
516-941-0130
516-741-3438 fax
Scott Brothers
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LUX Products Integrates
Smart Tips into the LUX App
to Help Homeowners Save
Money and Energy

LUX Products Corporation has announced a new Smart
Tips feature as part of its LUX App that automatically
sends seasonal tips to homeowners on ways to help save
energy. The Smart Tips feature offers general tips as well
as proactive suggestions based on the user’s behavior on
how to best save money and be more energy efficient.
These year-round recommendations help consumers
manage their wallet as well as their energy usage. Smart
tips are integrated into the LUX App and used with the
LUX/GEO smart thermostat.
Smart Tips is a learning feature that pop-ups
actionable ways for homeowners to take advantage of
energy and financial savings when it comes to home
comfort. These Smart Tips include recommendations
such as how reducing daytime temperatures from 69
degrees to 67 degrees can save consumers between 6%
and 8% on their cooling bills.
“Our goal is to continually enhance and upgrade our
products so consumers have better control over their
home comfort,” said Rob Munin, president and CEO at

LUX. “SMART Tips is another way we make it easy for
homeowners to save energy & money while maintaining
control of their comfort.” To learn more about LUX
Products, visit www.LUXProducts.com. •
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Fujitsu General Introduces New,
Smaller Airstage VRF System

Fujitsu General has added to its J-Series Airstage VRF line
with introduction of the smaller J-IIS series. The J-IIS avails
variable refrigerant flow technology for smaller residential,
multi-housing and light commercial uses with equipment now
available in 3 and 4 ton sizes.
The larger J-II VRF series – introduced earlier with 3, 4
and 5 ton sizes – helped to bridge the gap between its Halcyon
multi-zone systems, and larger VRF technology. The J-IIS
further enhances the offering with its compact size.
The J-IIS’ shorter height provides easy installation in
smaller spaces, or when condensing units are stacked vertically.
Also, the J-IIS provides significantly higher efficiency than
equivalent single-fan VRF systems.
Both J-II and J-IIS equipment are single-phase Airstage
VRF products. Both are designed for superior energy efficiency,
provide great year-round comfort, and are easily installed.
Also, both of the J-II and J-IIS are used in the same
applications and with the same types of controls. The J-Series
VRF systems offer up to 19.8 SEER and 11.4 HSPF, significantly
exceeding other equivalent VRF products and rooftop units of
comparable size.
Installers can connect up to eight indoor units to each

condensing unit and choose from 11 indoor-unit styles to create
individually zoned comfort for any size, space or decor. Indoor
units range in size from 7 kBtu to 46 kBtu. Fujitsu General’s
VRF controls offer additional energy savings and comfort
features, including scheduling, sleep timer, economy operation
and automatic season changeover. •
  

Carrier Introduces Improved
Water Source Heat Pump
Controller

Carrier is releasing the newest version of its water source
heat pump (WSHP) open controller, a factory-installed direct
digital controller for many of its water source heat pump
systems.
This newest WSHP controller delivers increased efficiency,
improves dehumidification and reduces sound output at partload levels. Carrier, a world leader in high-technology heating,
air-conditioning (HVAC) and refrigeration solutions, is a
part of UTC Climate, Controls & Security, a unit of United
Technologies Corp. (NYSE: UTX).
A key feature of the WSHP open controller is independent
fan speed control, which modulates fan speed to match space
conditions. When used in conjunction with constant-torque
electronically commutated motor fans, energy savings of up to
70 percent can be achieved, as compared to the standard model.
“Carrier recognizes the growing demand for sustainable
solutions, like those found in water source heat pumps, and has
invested in technologies that will drive even greater efficiency
as well as improve dehumidification,” says Chris Opie, director,
marketing, Carrier Commercial Systems. “When you couple
these improvements with the reduced sound, this revamped
water source heat pump system will deliver an even stronger
performance.”
The WSHP open controller with independent fan speed
control is available as a factory-installed option on select ½to 6-ton Carrier commercial WSHPs and is compatible with
most building automation systems, including the Carrier i-Vu®
system.
“Carrier is proud of our commitment to lead the industry
and will continue to invest in critical technologies to provide
heating and cooling products that meet the demands of our
customers while promoting sustainability,” says Opie.
Customers interested in learning more about this new
product can contact their local Carrier expert or visit www.
carrier.com/commercial. •

Ingersoll Rand on Fortune World’s
Most Admired Companies List

Ingersoll Rand was recognized for the fifth consecutive
year as one of the World’s Most Admired Companies according
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to Fortune Magazine. Ingersoll Rand ranked second in its
category of Industrial Machinery.
The survey measures nine attributes related to financial
performance and corporate reputation.
To build the list, Fortune collaborated with Korn Ferry
Hay Group. To determine the best-regarded companies in 51
industries, Korn Ferry Hay Group asked executives, directors,
and analysts to rate enterprises in their own industry on nine
criteria, from investment value and quality of management and
products to social responsibility and ability to attract talent. A
company’s score must rank in the top half of its industry survey
to be listed. •

ASHRAE and Institute of
Refrigeration Sign Agreement of
Understanding

ASHRAE and the Institute of Refrigeration (IOR)
have signed a new Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
formalizing the organizations’ relationship, which dates back
more than a century.
The new MoU outlines how the two groups will work
together more closely and with more defined parameters to
continue furthering and promoting the advancements of cooling
and heating related technologies. These include but are not

limited to research; joint conferences and meetings; training
and education programs; publication distribution and chapter
collaboration.
“Strengthening our relationship with IOR is a natural
and obvious decision. Both organizations are committed
to harnessing and adapting new technologies and research
to create a future where the built environment is healthier,
more comfortable and more energy efficient,” says ASHRAE
President Tim Wentz, Fellow ASHRAE, HBDP. “The strides
our organizations are making to produce a more sustainable
world are exciting, and both ASHRAE and IOR are well poised
to support each other’s objectives immediately and moving into
the future. We are pleased to formalize our relationship with
this MoU and look forward to continuing a long association
with IOR.” •

BRIAN AULL

Senior Account Manager
102 New South Road Hicksville NY 11801
Cell: 631.804,1899 l Office: 516.261.9919 l Fax: 516.201.9925
baull@atlanticcontracting.com l www.atlanticcontracting.com
Commercial & Insulation l Committed to Service & Quality
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People & The Workplace
By Alan B. Pearl,

Portnoy, Messinger, Pearl & Associates, Inc., Syosset, NY
516-921-3400, Fax 516-921-6774 e-mail: ABPearl@pmpHR.
com, Website: www.pmpHR.com

Effective Date of the New
York Paid Family Leave Act
Looms Ever Closer

As many New York employers are already aware, last
year New York State enacted a comprehensive paid family
leave law. The New York Paid Family Leave Act (NYPFLA)
will go into effect on January 1, 2018. As of that date, employees in New York will be eligible for wage replacement
during leaves of absence taken to bond with a new child, to
care for a close relative with a serious health condition, or to
handle certain situations arising from a family member’s call
to active military duty.

While January 1, 2018 may still seem like a long way off,
employers should take full advantage of the time remaining to
prepare for compliance. To assist in this preparation, we have
collected our responses to the most frequently asked questions
we have received from clients regarding the NYPFLA.
What employers are covered under the law?

The NYPFLA’s requirements will apply to all employers
with one or more employees in New York.
What employees are eligible to take paid leave?

Any full-time employee who has been on the job for 26
consecutive weeks is eligible. Part-time employees become
eligible for leave on their 175th day of work.
For what purposes can an employee use paid leave?

Employees may use the leave as maternity/paternity
leave – i.e., to bond with the employee’s child during the
first twelve months after the child’s birth or the first twelve
months after the placement of a child for adoption or foster
care with the employee. The leave can also be used to partic-

www.BrooklynFan.com

ipate in providing care, including physical or psychological
care, for a family member of the employee due to a serious
health condition of the family member. In addition, the leave
can be used because of any qualifying exigency arising out of
the fact that the employee’s spouse, domestic partner, child,
or parent is on active military duty (or has been notified of
any impending call or order to active duty).
How much leave is an eligible employee entitled to?

Starting January 1, 2018, employees will be permitted up
to eight weeks of leave. Starting January 1, 2019, that amount
will increase to 10 weeks, and as of January 1, 2012, it will
increase to 12 weeks.
Do employees receive their full salaries during a leave?

No, employees are entitled only to partial wage replacement, the amount of which will increase over a period of several years after the law’s effective date. On January 1, 2018,
employees on leave will be entitled to wage replacement
equal to 50 percent of their weekly wage or, if less, 50 percent of the state average weekly wage. That percentage will
increase annually for three years as follows: 55 percent in
2019, 60 percent in 2020, and 67 percent in 2021.
Are employers expected to pay foot the bill for this paid
leave?

Employers will not be required to pay wage replacement
to employees on leave out of their own pockets. Rather, the
payments will be funded via small paycheck deductions applied to the wages of all New York workers. The New York
State Superintendent of Financial Services is scheduled to
set the maximum employee contribution amount on June 1,
2017. Employers are to begin collecting the weekly employee contribution on July 1, 2017.
How is the NYPFLA different from the Family and
Medical Leave Act (FMLA)?

The most obvious difference is that leave under the NYPFLA is paid, while FMLA leave is unpaid. But there are numerous other differences, including the following examples:
NYPLA applies to all New York employers, even those who
are not covered under FMLA due to having fewer than 50
employees within 75 miles of a work site. FMLA provides
twelve weeks of leave, while NYPLA will not provide twelve
weeks until January 2021. Of course, these are only a few
of the many differences between the two laws. Generally
speaking, employers should be aware that the two laws are
not interchangeable, and what applies under one may not be
applicable under the other.
As New York employers gear up to comply with the
NYPFLA, please contact me with any questions you may
have about the new law. •
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Commercial Buildings Need
to Prepare Now to Beat the
Summer Heat
HVAC technologies that enable reduced energy costs
and higher occupant satisfaction during summer’s
peak demand days
With summer’s hot and humid temperatures just around
the corner, now is the time for commercial buildings to make
preparations to beat the heat. Heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (HVAC) costs account for 44 percent of energy
consumption
in all U.S.
commercial
buildings and
a whopping
53
percent
in
U.S.
office buildings, according to the 2012 U.S. EIA Commercial
Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) – and
with warmer temperatures on the horizon, greater energy
consumption is required to cool the outside air coming into a
building, resulting in higher costs.

Traditionally, indoor air in commercial buildings is
replaced with outside air every one to two hours to prevent high
concentrations of indoor pollutants. While the process helps
limit these pollutants, the high volume of outdoor air must be
cooled to maintain comfortable temperatures and humidity
inside the building during the summer months. At the same
time, extra outside air flow to maintain air quality can result
in some areas of the building getting too cold, sparking an
increase in complaints from occupants. This problem is further
exacerbated in buildings with higher occupant densities than
they were originally designed for – a common trend such as
with open-plan office buildings.
With this in mind, mechanical engineers, building owners
and facilities managers are now seeking HVAC technology
solutions that use less outside air to ventilate a building, thereby
boosting energy efficiency, saving on costs, and maintaining air
quality to keep occupants comfortable.
One solution, HVAC Load Reduction® (HLR®) technology,
cleans and recycles the indoor air instead of constantly replacing
it with outside air – complying with ASHRAE Standard 62.1
IAQP. In doing so, HLR technology decreases the outside air
intake required to ventilate a building by 60 to 80 percent. It
also reduces peak HVAC capacity, resulting in 20 to 30 percent
energy savings and up to 40 percent lower utility demand
charges, particularly important during summer’s peak demand
days when electricity costs can skyrocket. Using less outside air
extends the life of air filters, reduces water consumption, and
will help postpone HVAC equipment replacement. Moreover,
with HLR technology, buildings can invest in lower-capacity
and less expensive HVAC systems, and benefit from decreased
maintenance costs.
ArcBest, a multibillion-dollar logistics business, is
one company that has seen a decrease in energy costs and
increase in occupant satisfaction by installing these innovative
technologies.
“I previously got calls from people that they were cold during
the summer, which was a direct result of having to introduce so
much chilled air into the building to meet the appropriate CO2
levels,” said Richard Rieske, Director of Corporate Facilities
at ArcBest. “Likewise, they felt drafts during the winter due to
all the outside air that was being used to ventilate the building.
When enVerid’s HLR modules are running, our people are
more comfortable.”
Solutions like the HLR system also enable increased
visibility through Internet-of-Things (IoT) capabilities that
provide 24/7 monitoring and management of a building’s
indoor air quality, temperature, and humidity. These real-time
insights into air quality and comfort allow for more proactive
management of buildings to help reduce energy costs and will
keep occupants comfortable and happy all summer long.
For more information, please visit www.enverid.com. •
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Statement From
Stuart S. Zisholtz, Esq.
Statute of Limitations

We should all be familiar with the term “Statute of
Limitations”. The rationale behind the concept of the
Statute of Limitations is that if you sit on your rights
long enough, they go stale. If you have a contract and
the contract is broken, the law gives you six years in
which to sue. If by the end of the six years you still have
not done so, you are out of luck. It is unreasonable to
expect somebody to keep documents available for more
than six years while you sit around deciding whether
to sue.
There are other Statute of Limitations. A negligence
claim has a three year Statute of Limitations. A claim for
goods sold and delivered has a four year Statute of Limitations. A claim for liable and slander has a one year Statute
of Limitations. A claim under a payment bond usually has
two years, but sometimes has only one year.
The purpose of this article is not to give you an educa-

tion on the various Statutes of Limitations, but to call your
attention to a possible trap.
Sometimes, an owner will modify the contact and
give you a one year Statute of Limitations. This can been
seen occasionally in public contracts and has recently been
found in private contracts.
Recently, the Appellate Division threw out a claim
by a contractor against the Dormitory Authority because of a shortened Statute of Limitations. The Court
found that the contractor was a sophisticated individual and agreed to the various terms of the contract. As a
result, he forfeited his ability to pursue a claim against
the Dormitory Authority as a result of the shortened
Stature of Limitations.
I am calling your attention to this unscrupulous clause
in contracts that could spell the end of any legitimate claim.
Be alert, read your contract and know the terms.
Never let your lien time run out!
For a free copy of a pamphlet pertaining to Mechanic’s
Liens and payment bond claims do not hesitate to contact
me or the Association. •
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ACCA Publishes New
Technical Bulletin on
Refrigeration Line Sizing

ACCA, the Indoor Environment & Energy Efficiency
Association, announces the release of ACCA Technical
Bulletin 2017-1 (entitled Commercial Refrigeration Line
Sizing). It is available through ACCA to its members at
www.acca.org/techbulletins.
This Technical Bulletin discusses the advantages,
disadvantages, procedures, and results of proper
line sizing in commercial refrigeration systems
(e.g. supermarkets, convenience stores, cold storage
warehouses, etc.). This Technical Bulletin addresses line
sizing for the following line types:
Compressor discharge line;
Liquid line;
Suction line (and suction riser).

The refrigerants addressed are: R-22; R-134a;
R-404A; R-407A; R-407C; R-448A; R-507C; and
R-449A. Saturated suction temperatures range from
-40ºF to +40ºF and the saturated condensing temperatures
range from +50ºF to +135ºF; in increments of 10ºF. The
“equivalent line lengths” of the refrigerant tubing is at:
50’, 100’, 150’, 200’, 250’, and 300’.
Large lines have more copper, and therefore, more
weight and correspondingly higher cost per foot.
Additionally, larger diameters are more difficult to braze
and require longer assembly times. However, lines that
are sized too small will result in increased pressure drops,
which will raise energy usage, while providing negative
impact on equipment life expectancy and performance.
Comments and questions can be submitted to Danny
Halel, ACCA’s manager of standards at danny.halel@
acca.org. •

JOHNSTONE

• HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING PARTS • MOTORS
• RANGE, REFRIGERATION & LAUNDRY PARTS
• TOOLS & INSTRUMENTS • SHOP & SAFETY EQUIPMENT
• PUMPS • ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

®

JOHNSTONE SUPPLY
NATIONAL SUPPLIER TO THE SERVICE INDUSTRY

DREW GARDA
PHONE
FAX

718-545-4896
718-274-4972

27-01 BROOKLYN QUEENS
EXPRESSWAY WEST
WOODSIDE, NY 11377
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MACC Comedy Night —
More Than Just A Barrel of
Laughs!

Comedy night proved to be more than just a barrel
of laughs! The atmosphere and unique location of Fujitsu’s Airstage made the evening a night to remember
by all who attended. For those who could not make the

At left: Chris Crean (left) of
Wales Darby and Brendan
Casey of Fujitsu give an
overview of equipment on
display.
Below: One of the great
NYC views from the
FuJitsu Airstage

event, I highly recommend checking out this venue.
The ability to see Fujitsu’s newest technology in a
penthouse overlooking Times Square was a novel concept that is quickly gaining popularity with professionals
across the industry. One of the leading sales engineers
who helped bring this concept to fruition, Brendan Casey, was kind enough to speak with us before the event.
The thought was that engineers could come in and see
“equipment on display and operational.” He discussed
how the single-phase unit “bridges the gap between residential and commercial systems.” Brendan also went
into detail on the popular VRF systems which “use refrigerant as the cooling and heating medium much like
the mini-split systems.” “We welcome all contractors,
engineers and buyers to come in and try the equipment
for themselves,” says Brendan. Appointments can be
made on their website at www.theairstage.com.
The night of the event we were able to inquire about
the products on display and received a quick overview
before our comedian took the stage.
According to Brendan, the mini split and VRF systems are widely popular in countries like Japan which
have high energy costs. “By operating at varying speeds,
VRF units work only at the needed rate allowing for sub-

stantial energy savings. Heat
recovery
VRF techn o l o g y
allows individual indoor units
to heat or
cool as required. Energy savings of up to 55% are predicted over comparable equipment. This also results in greater control of the
building’s interior temperature by the occupants.” While
these type of systems comprise less than 5% of the current residential units in the US, they are expected to gain
momentum as customers continue to look for energy efficient alternatives.
We want to thank our partners at Fujitsu for helping
with this membership event. Their hospitality and professionalism was greatly appreciated by our contractor
and associate members. We look forward to collaborating on more events in the future. •
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